Abstract-For
I. Introduction
Hyperspectral image (HSI) classification is a challenging problem due to the fact that generally unfavorable ratio between the large number of spectral bands and the limited number of training samples, which results in the Hughes phenomenon [1] - [2] . In order to tackle this problem, a number of techniques have been proposed for feature extraction and dimensionality reduction [3] , such as principal component analysis [4, 5] (PCA), singular spectrum analysis [6] [7] [8] [9] (SSA) and segmented auto-encoder [10] . For data classification, typical approaches include support vector machine [11, 12] (SVM), multi-kernel classification [13] , k-nearest-neighbors [14] (k-NN) and multinomial logistic regression [15, 16] (MLR/LORSAL), Extreme Learning Machine [12, 17, 18, 19] (ELM) et al. These algorithms had achieved high classification accuracies and show good generalized performance, however, a pity that no one pay attention to the simplest part until now, which the data of HIS pre-processing.
As we know, the pixels of each class in HSI have salient feature, i.e., they have similar features if the pixels belonging to same class. So the data of pre-processing/normalization is a very important step for HSI classifiers.
However, different methods of data pre-processing were be presents in different work and no one have analysed the impact of normalization on typical classifiers. In fact, different methods of normalization have certain impact on classifiers based on our investigation and evaluate. In this work, we analysis the impact of normalization on typical classifiers, we choose several typical classifiers, such as SVM [20] , ELM [12] and LORSAL [15, 16] to evaluate the impact of normalization on these typical classifiers. This paper is organized into four sections. In section II, we analysis the impact of different normalization method on HSI datasets/classifiers. Section III show the results of experiment. The conclusion are drawn in Section IV.
II. The impact of different normalization methods based on analysis
As mentioned before, different normalization methods have certain impact on classifiers, we will analysis the impact on classifiers in this section. In general, there are several normalization method:
(1) The first preprocessing method can be formulated as follows:
and we call it Max.
(2) The second method of normalization [21] can be view as
we call it Max-Min.
(3) The third one [22] is formulated as:
we call it Bandmax.
(4) This method is similar to the one above
we call it Bandmax-min.
(5) Let μ be the mathematical expectation of HSI data, σ be the standard deviation of HSI data, then the next method of normalization [2] can be formulated as:
we call it Gaussian.
(6) This method of normalization [23] can be given by following expression:
we call it Norm2.
Have these in mind, due to the space, we choose widely used benchmarks HSI datasets the class Alfalfa of Indian
Pines to analysis the impact of different normalization methods on classifiers. From Fig 1, we can see that there will be different shape of pixels in Alfalfa for different normalization methods. We also know that classifiers classify the HSI datasets according to the class's saliency features. There is no doubt that the performance of the classifier is affected by salient features of class when a class is transformed into different saliency features. So in next section, we will report the impact of different normalization on several typical classifiers. In this section, we evaluate the impact of different on different classifiers, such as SVM, ELM and LORSAL. And we use three HSI datasets to investigate the impact, the parameter of classifier mentioned before and two HSI datasets described as follows.
A. HSI datasets and parameter setting Radial basis function (RBF) kernel was used for ELM and SVM and all the parameters of RBF all were performed by cross validation, the parameters of SVM and ELM had been describe in Zhou's work [12] . For LORSAL algorithm, the parameters setting had already been chosen in Sun's work [21] , the parameters of LORSAL was setting to be 0.5, 0.85 and 0.35 for Kennedy Space Center datasets, Indian Pines datasets and Pavia University, respectively. In all of our experiments, the training samples are randomly selected in labeled samples and all labeled samples are used for testing.
Tales 1 show the training samples and testing sample. In order to avoid the impact of parameters of algorithms and the random training samples on classification results, all of the classification results of these typical algorithms are all averaged by 100 Monte Carlo Runs. Bldg-grass-tree-drives 38 380
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classification accuracy and Gaussian have lower classification accuracy than Max, Max-min, Bandmax and Bandmax-min.
(2) Indian Pines datasets:
We can see that Bandmax have achieved best classification accuracy for ELM, SVM and LORSAL in Table 1, 2 and 3. The classification results of bandmax-min are lower than bandmax. The classification accuracy become complex for other normalization method due to the complicate structure of Indian Pines and the different principle of other normalization methods.
(3) Kennedy Space Center:
From Table 2 , 3 and 4, we can see that Gaussian method have achieved best results for ELM and LORSAL.
Bandmax-min have achieved best classification for SVM. Bandmax and Bandmax-min have similar classification for ELM, SVM and LORSAL algorithms.
Based on the classification of Table 2 , 3 and 4, we can conclude Bandmax are most good and stable normalization method compared with other normalization methods. This is due to its principle accord with the law of image. In each band, each data is divided by the maximum value of this band. However, in most of work [15, 16, 23, etc] of LORSAL, they all use norm2 method for HSI classification. The main reason that LORSAL can't achieved good classification results due to the bad performances of norn2 normalization method. The similar situation was happened in [12, 23, etc] , they use norm2 method for SVM. In Zhou' work [12] , they use norm2 method for ELM. Therefore, we recommend the Bandmax-min method for data preprocessing in future hyperspectral classification algorithm. Table 2 . Classification Accuracy of ELM Table 3 . Classification Accuracy of SVM
The best results are shown in bold The best results are shown in bold 
IV. Conclusions
In this work, we find an interest phenomenon that these are the impact of normalization methods on classification results. We display the shape of pixels after using different normalization and find the impact on classification results based on lots of experiment. We recommend the Band-Maxmin method for Hyperspectral image classification.
